Standard instruments in Stevenson Screen or approved AWS radiation screen, calibration within last 5 yr,
site exposure minimum = 3
Standard instruments in Stevenson Screen or approved AWS radiation screen, calibration within last 5 yr,
site exposure = 2 or 3
Non-standard instruments
2 or less

no or non-standard radiation screen

sheltered site, site exposure

Instruments unknown or not stated
No air temperature measurements made at this site

Standard five inch manually-read raingauge, at standard height above ground (30 cm), site exposure
minimum = 3
Standard five inch manually-read raingauge
calibrated 0.1 mm or 0.2 mm capacity tipping-bucket
raingauge, the rim mounted at standard height above ground (30 cm), exposure = 2 or 3
Non-standard raingauge
tipping-bucket raingauge with capacity > 0.2 mm,
raingauge rim
mounted higher than 30 cm above ground (30 cm),
sheltered site, exposure 2 or less
Instruments unknown or not stated
No rainfall measurements made at this site

g the minimum ‘twice the height’ exposure requirement

Standard sunshine recorder, nil or very slight exposure obstruction (average obstruction 5% or less across
the year, maximum 10% at any time of year)
Standard sunshine recorder, partially obstructed exposure (average obstruction 10% or less across the year,
maximum 20% at any time of year)
Non-standard sunshine recorder
obstructed exposure

sunshine estimated from pyranometer/solarimeter record

very

Instruments unknown or not stated
No sunshine measurements made at this site
or

Air temperature and rainfall terminal hour is between 0600 and 0900 GMT, daily
temperature and rainfall values relate to standard 24 hour period morning to morning
Air temperature and rainfall terminal hour is 0000 GMT daily. (This is the default
on most AWS.)
Air temperature and rainfall terminal hour is other than A or B above, or extremes do
not relate to 24 hour periods
Terminal hours unknown or not stated

no obstructions within 10h or more of temperature or rainfall instruments
most obstructions/heated buildings 5h or from temperature or rainfall instruments, none
within 2h
no significant obstructions or heated buildings within 2h of temperature or rainfall
instruments
most obstructions/heated buildings 2h from temperature or rainfall instruments, none
within 1h
significant obstructions or heated buildings within 1h of temperature or rainfall
instruments
site obstructions or sensor exposure severely limit exposure to sunshine, wind,
rainfall

Exposure unstated or unknown

Intensely developed urban zone with detached close-set high-rise buildings with cladding, e.g. downtown
towers
t buildings often of brick

Air Pollution

Contributes one or more daily observations in real-time to the WMO synoptic network
Contributes daily climatological data to the national climatological network (Met
Office/Met Eireann), normally monthly
Contributes daily rainfall data to the national raingauge network (Met Office/Environment
Agency/Met Eireann), normally monthly
Station data not provided to other national networks apart from COL

When completed, please transfer the entry from each box into the relevant boxes in the grid at the top of this sheet,
then return this form to Roger Brugge.

